This paper describes an Arabic dialect identification system which we developed for the Discriminating Similar Languages (DSL) 2016 shared task. We classified Arabic dialects by using Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) data analytic tool which contains many alternative filters and classifiers for machine learning. We experimented with several classifiers and the best accuracy was achieved using the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm for training and testing process set to three different feature-sets for each testing process. Our approach achieved an accuracy equal to 42.85% which is considerably worse in comparison to the evaluation scores on the training set of 80-90% and with training set 60:40 percentage split which achieved accuracy around 50%. We observed that Buckwalter transcripts from the Saarland Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system are given without short vowels, though the Buckwalter system has notation for these. We elaborate such observations, describe our methods and analyse the training dataset.
Introduction
Language Identification or Dialect Identification is the task of identifying the language or dialect of a written text. The task of Arabic dialect identification may require both computer scientists and Arabic linguistics experts. The Arabic language is one of the worlds major languages, and there is a common standard written form used worldwide, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). MSA is based on the text of the Quran, the holy book of Islam; and MSA is taught in Arab schools, and promoted by Arab civil as well as religious authorities and governments. There are many dialects spoken around the Arab World; Arabic dialectologists have studied hundreds of local variations, but generally agree these cluster into five main regional dialects: Iraqi Dialect (IRQ), Levantine Dialect (LAV), Egyptian Dialect (EGY), North Africa Dialect (NOR), and Gulf Dialect (GLF) which is a subclass of Peninsular Arabic. Studies in Arabic dialectology focus on phonetic variation (Alorifi, 2008; Biadsy et al., 2009; Horesh and Cotter, 2016; Sadat et al., 2014) . Horesh and Cotter (Horesh and Cotter, 2016) confirmed that past and current research is focussed on phonetic and phonological variation between Arabic dialects: all examples that they presented are of phoneme variation, and they did not mention any work on text, or corpus-based research, or of lexical or morpho-syntactic or grammar variation. However, Arabic spoken dialect does include local words, phrases, and even local variant morphology and grammar. With the spread of informal writing, for example on social networks and in local-dialect blogs, news and other online sources, Arabs are starting to write in their dialects. Because of the dominance of the MSA standard, there are no official writing standards for Arabic dialects, so spelling, morphology, lexis and grammar can be subject to individual transcription choice: it is up to a dialect speaker to decide how to write down their text. Dialect speakers have been taught from school to write down everything in MSA, so they may well normalise or translate into MSA rather than phonetically transcribe words and utterances. Pronunciation of vowels in words constitute one of the key differences between Arabic dialects; but in written MSA, most vowels are omitted, leaving few clues to distinguish the source dialect.
All this makes it challenging to collect an Arabic dialects texts corpus. Previous DSL shared tasks (Zampieri et al., 2015) were based on officially recognised and differentiated languages (Bosnian v Croatian v Serbian, Malay v Indonesian etc.) with readily-available published sources: Each example is a short text excerpt of 20100 tokens, sampled from journalistic texts . Local and national Arabic news sources and other journalistic text may include some local words but are still permeated and dominated by MSA, so a DSL Arabic dialects journalisic text data-set would be contaminated with MSA/dialect code-switching, and blocks of MSA. The DSL organisers tried instead to gather dialect data more directly from dialect speakers, and tried to avoid the problem of translation into MSA by using Automatic Speech Recognition rather than human scribes. However, these texts were often much shorter than 20-100 words, sometimes only 1 or 2 word utterances; and these short utterances could be common to two or more dialects, with no further indicators for differentiation. Arabic linguistics experts in our team found clear evidence of MSA in numerous dialect texts, possibly introduced by the ASR transcription method; and numerous short utterance instances which had no linguistic evidence of a specific Arabic dialect.
The DSL shared task (Malmasi et al., 2016) was to identify Arabic dialects in texts in five classes: EGY, GLF, LAV, NOR, and MSA; in utterance/phrase level identification which is more challenging than document dialect identification, since short texts have fewer identifying features. Arabic dialects classification is becoming important due to the increasing use of Arabic dialect in social media, and the importance of identification of the dialect before machine translation takes place, or search and retrieval of data (Lu and Mohamed, 2011) . Furthermore, identifying the dialect may improve the Part-Of-Speech tagging: for example, the MADAMIRA toolkit identifies the dialect (MSA or EGY) prior to the POS tagging (Pasha et al., 2014) . The task of Sentiment Analysis of texts, classifying the text as positive or negative sentiment, is also dialect-specific, as some diagnostic words (especially negation) differ from one dialect to another.
In this paper we describe our method for defining features and choosing the best combination of classifier and feature-set for this task. We show the results of different variants of SMO with different feature-tokenizers. Finally, we conclude the paper by discuss the limitations that affected our results.
Related Work
There have been many studies about Arabic dialect Identification. One of these studies presented by Zaidan and Callison-Burch (Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2014) . The authors focused on three Arabic dialects: Levantine, Gulf, and Egyptian and they created a large data set called the Arabic Online Commentary Dataset (AOCD) contained words in all dialects from readers' comments on the three online Arabic newspapers. They obtained 1.24M words from Al-Ghad newspaper (from Jordan to cover Levantine dialect), 18.8M form Al-Riyadh newspaper (from Saudi Arabia to cover Gulf dialect), and 32.1M form Al-Youm Al-Sabe newspaper (from Egypt to cover Egyptian dialect). They classify dialect using Nave Bayes and used wordGram and charcterNGram as features and trained the classifier using unigram, bigram, and trigram models for word, and unigram, trigram, and 5-gram for character model. Based on the dataset they used in training process they found that a unigram word model achieved best accuracy when examine the classifier using 10-fold cross validation (Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2014) . Another study built a system called LAHGA proposed to classify EGY dialect, LEV dialect, and MAG dialect (Lu and Mohamed, 2011) . The authors used Tweets as a dataset for training and testing processes. Then begin manually identifying features by reading thousands of tweets and extracting features. They used three different classifiers, which are Nave Bayes classifier, Logistic Regression classifier, and Support Vector Machine classifier. The testing phase was divided into manual testing and cross-validation. During the manual testing process, they removed all noise and chosen 90 tweets, 30 from each dialect, whereas in a 10-flod cross-validation there is not any human intervention. The LAHGA performance shows 90% on a manual test and 75% on cross-validation.
Another research study to classify Arabic dialects used a sentence-level approach to classify whether the sentence was MSA or Egyptian dialect (Elfardy and Diab, 2013) . They based the study on a supervised approach using Nave Bayes classifier which was trained on labelled sentences with two types of features: Core Features to indicate if the given sentence is dialectal or non-dialectal. Meta Features to estimate whether the sentence is informal or not. The system accuracy was about 85.5%.
Data
The data for the shared task provided from the DSL Corpus Collection ) is a dataset containing ASR transcripts of utterances by Arabic dialect speakers; there was no guarantee that each utterance was unique to a dialect. The task is performed at the utterance-level and they provided us with two sets. The first set is for training and contains 7,619 utterances labelled and divided unevenly between 5 classes that cover four Arabic dialects (EGY, GLF, LAV, NOR), and MSA (it is not clear how MSA speakers were procured as MSA is not a spoken dialect). Table 1 shows the number of utterances for each class. The second set is for testing, consisting of 1,540 unlabelled utterances. The utterance length ranged from one word to 3305 words with an average of 40 words/utterance and standard deviation = 60. The number of utterances with word count less than 10 words is 1761 = 23.1%. Figure 1 shows the utterances distribution over utterance length. 
Method
At the beginning we tried to choose the best classifier for the Arabic Dialects Identification (ADI) task from a set of classifiers provided by WEKA (Hall et al., 2009 ) by measuring the performance of several classifiers on testing with the training dataset, 10-fold cross-validation, and by percentage split which divides the training set into 60% for training and 40% for testing. Table 2 reports results for a range of classifiers that we tried, using the WEKA StringToWordVector filter with WordTokenizer to extract words as features from utterance-strings. SMO was the best performing classifier. Table 3 shows the results of SMO using CharacterNGram Tokenizer with Max=3 and Min=1. Word Tokenizer method, also known as bag of words, is a filter that converts the utterances into a set of attributes that represents the occurrence of words (delimited by space, comma, etc) from the training set. It is designed to keep the n (which we set to 1000) top words per class. NGramWord Tokenizer is similar to Word Tokenizer with the exception that ability to also include word-sequences with the max and min number of words; while CharacterNGram Tokenizer counts 1-2-and/or 3-character n-grams in the utterance-string.
The second column in table 2 shows the results on the same (dialect-labelled) data as those used to train classifier. Third column represents the results on 10-fold cross-validation. The fourth column shows the results on a randomly selected 40% of original training data for test of classifiers trained on the other 60%. After running the experiments in Table 2 , we realised that 10-fold cross-validation is very timeconsuming (at least 10 times the duration of evaluation on training set or 60:40 percentage split) but produces the same classifier ranking, so we did not repeat the 10-fold cross-validation for Looking at table 2, we noticed that by using SMO we got 6803 utterances correctly classified and 816 utterances misclassified. To improve the identification results we output the misclassified utterances and converted the text from Buckwalter to normal readable Arabic script because looking at the Buckwalter texts is difficult even if you know the Buckwalter transliteration system (Buckwalter, 2002) . Then, we asked our Arabic linguistic experts to examine some of the texts which were misclassified, and try to find features which might correctly predict the dialect. Figure 2 shows example of misclassified utterances. The example shows the instance 4 is actually labelled class 2:GLF but the classifier made an error and predicted class 3:NOR. The Arabic linguistics experts analysed the shortcomings in the misclassified utterances from the training data. They found that numerous texts are too short to say anything about their dialect origins, for example: $Ark is a short one-word text which appears unchanged labelled as different dialects. Some of the utterance seem to be entirely MSA despite having dialect labels, possibly due to the Automatic Speech Recognition method used; and a lot of the utterance have at least some MSA in them. Some utterances that have recognisable dialect words often have words -which are shared between two or more dialects. They even found some utterances labelled as one dialect but evidently containing words not from that dialect; for example in utterance (254) labelled as LAV in the training set contains a non-LAV lexical item, see figure 3. This analysis led us to conclude that it is impossible in principle for WEKA to classify all instances correctly. There is a proportion of texts that cannot be classified, and this sets a ceiling on accuracy that it is possible to achieve approximate to 90-91%.
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
SMO is the WEKA implementation of the Support Vector Machines classifier (SVM) which have been developed for numeric prediction and classifying data by constructing N-dimensional hyper plane to separate data optimally into two categories (Ayodele, 2010) . SMV works to find a hypothesis h that reduces the limit between the true error in h will make it on unseen test data and the error on the training data (Joachims, 1998) . SMV achieved best performance in text classification task due to the ability of SVM to remove the need for feature selection which means SVM eliminate a high-dimensional feature spaces resulting from the frequent of occurrence of word wi in text. In addition, SVM automatically find good parameter settings (ibid).
Term Frequency (TF)
Term Frequency represent the frequency of particular word in text (Gebre et al., 2013) . Based in our task we found some words usually frequent in one dialect more than other dialects. So we used the weight of TF to indicate the importance of a word in text.
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)
Invers Document Frequency tried to scale the weight of frequent words if it appear in different texts (more than one dialects) that is mean a word which appear in many dialect we cannot used as feature (Gebre et al., 2013) .
Features
The first experiments to choose the best classifier to identify Arabic dialects showed that SMO is the best machine learning classifier algorithm, but we may increase accuracy by adjusting parameters and features taken into account.
The WordTokenizer setting assumes features are words or character-strings between spaces while the CharacterNGramTokenizer assumes features are 1/2/3-character sequences. We used the WEKA StringToWordVector filter with WordTokeniser which splits the text into words between delimiters: (fullstop, comma, semi-colon, colon, parenthesis, question, quotation and exclamation mark). After that, we decided to use SMO, but we suggested trying character n-Grams as units, instead of words as units. We used CharacterNGramTokenizer to splits a string into an n-gram with min and max gram. We tried to set Max and Min both to 1 gives a model based on single characters; max and min both to 2 is a char-bigram model; max and min both to 3 gives us a trigram model; max and min to 4 gives a 4-gram model, table 4 shows the results of different gram values when evaluating with the training set and a 60:40 percentage split of the training set. In addition, to improve performance we tried to replace the dimensions of the feature vector with their IDF and TF weight which is a standard method from Information Retrieval (Robertson, 2004) . We supposed the models were very similar: (3-1) has all the trigrams of (3-3) and also some bigrams and unigrams but these probably are common to all or most dialects and so do not help in discrimination. However, the Task rules stated that we were restricted to trying our three best classifiers, so at this stage we had to choose three "Best" results. Sometimes the training set score is high, but the 60:40 percentage split score is low; and sometimes the 60:40 percentage split score is high but the Training set score is poor. So, we decided to use 60:40 percentage split as our guide to choose the best combination, because using the training set for training as well as evaluation may over-fit to the training set. 
Results
We finally evaluated our system using the supplied separate test data set and submitted three different results using SMO classifier with three different features-sets:
Run1: is obtained by using CharacterNGram, Max=3, Min=3, IDF=True, TF=True, WC=True. We got accuracy around 42%.
Run2: is obtained by using WordTokenizer, IDF=True, TF=True, WC=True, we removed ' delimiter because it is used as a letter in Buckwalter transcription. The performance of this model equals to 37%.
Run3: is obtained by using NGramTokenizer, Max=3, Min=1, IDF=True, TF=True, WC=True, also we removed ' delimiter as in Run2. We got accuracy equals to 38%. 
Conclusion
We built systems that classify Arabic dialects in shared task by using WEKA data analytic tool and SMO machine learning algorithm after testing variants of SMO with different tokenizers, IDF, TF, WC values, and comparing results tested on training set (around 80-90% correct) as against using 60% to train and separate 40% for test (around 50% correct). By testing our system on the testing data set we got an average accuracy of 42.85%. We think that we got a low accuracy due to ASR transcription because the most of the misclassified instances are not readily classifiable even by three human Arabic Linguistic experts, which provides strong evidence that a Machine Learning classifier can do no better. Clearly if the training data contains inappropriately-transcribed text and mislabelled instances, this will reduce the ceiling of accuracy that any classifier can achieve. We think that we might combine WordTokenizer and CharacterNGram in the future to improve the results.
